TPS Mobile
Payment Acceptance Anytime, Anywhere
With TPS Mobile, your employees can accept payments at remote offices or in the field. This mobile app is
an ideal solution for insurance agents, field technicians, service contractors and charitable organizations. It
is easy to use and works with the camera on smartphones and tablets. Your staff can capture pictures of
checks and supporting documents such as an invoices, remittance coupons and correspondence.

Benefits
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Simplify reconciliation and minimize
exceptions by capturing relevant
remittance documents and keying in
additional data when necessary



Reduce delays in posting payments to
customer accounts



Accelerate cash flow



Securely accept credit/debit cards and
checks



Transmit important customer
documents instantly and eliminate mail
delays

TPS Mobile
With the TPS Mobile app, employees can accept both checks and credit/debit card payments.
After initiating a transaction, they simply click on the Submit button and all the payment and
remittance details are securely transmitted to our cloud-based Transaction Processing Services
(TPS) Platform for processing. Payments are processed as soon as they are accepted thereby
accelerating funds availability and expediting payment posting.

Devices Supported

Image Capture

Apple iPhone and iPad (iOS 8.1+)
Android phone and tablet (OS 4.1+)

Use the device’s camera to capture
images of checks, remittance coupons
and supporting documents including
photo identification

Client Apps
Perform data entry, balancing and
exception management using webbased applications

Data Extraction
Sophisticated recognition technology
reads and extracts data from images

Credit/Debit Cards
Accept credit and debit cards with realtime authorization and final settlement

System Integration
Update AR systems and customer
accounts with data file extracts

Archive
Perform research using a central image
and data archive that includes
redaction of sensitive information

Payment Processing
Deposit files are generated for transfer
to your bank

Options
•
•

Integration with your enterprise mobile management system
Credit card settlement through your existing merchant
relationship
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